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ADHOC NETWORKING

FIG. 1B illustrates a positional update table.
FIG. 1C illustrates a proximity table.
FIG. 1D illustrates a transmission packet.
FIG. 2 illustrates a system for transmitting and receiving
packets betWeen a plurality of devices in a radio frequency
netWork in combination With a global positioning system.
FIG. 3A illustrates an example of transmission procedure
betWeen devices, When all the devices are in range of each
other.
FIG. 3B illustrates an example of transmission procedure

BACKGROUND

This invention in general relates to Wireless networking
and speci?cally relates to a method and system of transmis

sion of packets in a radio frequency netWork in conjunction
With a global positioning system.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

betWeen devices, When all the devices are not Within direct
range of each other.
FIG. 3C illustrates an example When the source and desti
nation devices are tWo hops aWay from each other.
FIG. 3D illustrates an example When the source and desti

The method and system disclosed herein enables device
users to remain in real-time contact With one another.

The method and system disclosed herein enables global
position system updates and pictorial vieW of the units in a
given topography of the device users in real-time using a
geographic information system (GIS) map of the theatre of
operation loaded on each embedded device.
The method and system disclosed herein provides a means
of providing a set of authenticated clients in a netWorked
theatre of operations, a set of tiled maps of the geographical
region of the users and a protocol for enabling devices to enter
or leave the netWorked theatre of operation.
The method and system disclosed herein provides an

embedded computer application that alloWs a complete real
time operational vieW of the positions of the device users, to

nation devices are out of range With each other.
FIG. 4 illustrates a method of sending packets more than
tWo hops aWay in a netWork of devices.
20

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

25

FIG. 1A illustrates a method of transmitting and receiving
packets betWeen pluralities of devices in a radio frequency
netWork in combination With a global positioning system.
The periodic position updates of each device are deter

30

Within the device that is in communication With the global
positioning system 101. All the device clocks are synchro
niZed to the clock of the global positioning system 102.
Thereafter, at periodic intervals, for example, every 20 sec

mined using a global positioning system (GPS) receiver

a controller With a device Who is several kilometers aWay

from the theatre of operation and alloWs the controller to

intervene through dedicated messaging protocol.
The method and system disclosed herein provides an adhoc

networking protocol that enables the effective operational

onds, i.e., 00 second, 20 seconds, 40 seconds, etc., each

radius to be enhanced beyond the radio range of a single pair

device Waits for a random duration “r”, Which is a function of

of devices by automatically relaying positional information

the device identi?er (ID), and transmits positional data. The

tables through an intelligent state-table based decision
approach that reduces unnecessary netWorking traf?c on a
loW-bandWidth radio netWork.
The method and system disclosed herein also provides an

35

device takes care of sensing a free channel. In order to prevent
the possibility of simultaneous transmission by tWo or more

devices, the timing is staggered for pushing out data to the
data storage buffer of the device by a random duration. The
randomiZed value ‘r’ for each device is in discrete steps, each

adhoc netWorking protocol that enables the embedded device
to adaptively learn the shortest path to communicate With

of Which is of duration suf?cient for a device to transmit a

This invention provides a method of transmitting and

positional update. The highest value of ‘r’ is a maximum value
of the total time for ‘n-l’ devices to transmit positional

receiving packets containing data and positional information

updates, Where n is the number of devices in the netWork.

another embedded device not in direct radio range With it.

40

betWeen a plurality of devices in a radio frequency netWork in

Positional updates get priority over other types of data, such

combination With a global positioning system. The periodic

as short message service (SMS) and audio. A master slot is

position coordinates of each said device are determined using
the global positioning system. All the device clocks are syn
chroniZed to a clock in the global positioning system. The
position coordinates are transmitted from each device at stag
gered points in time that are randomized, and the randomizing

45

operation is performed in discrete steps, Wherein the time

50

their positional updates including extra alloWance. The

seconds, or 40+T to 60 seconds and so on.

Position coordinates are transmitted from each device. The
55

maintained for each device that contains a table of identi?ers
for all other devices along With information on Whether the
device is in direct contact With said other devices or not. A
60

channel, simultaneous transmission and consequent loss of

packets exists, and if the option of acknoWledgement and

one or more intended recipient devices.

resending is chosen in the device, collisions occur in the
channel. Hence an alternative method of staggering the times
of transmission is used to avoid collisions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1A illustrates a method of transmitting and receiving
packets betWeen a plurality of devices in a radio frequency
netWork in combination With a global positioning system.

devices transmit the positional data at staggered points in
time, and the staggered points are randomiZed in discrete
steps 103. The time period of each discrete step is of a dura
tion su?icient for one device to transmit a positional update.
The device checks for a free channel before transmitting. In a

packet comprising data and position coordinates derived from
said positional update table are transmitted from a device to

remaining time till the next master slot begins is available for
other data, such as SMS. Whenever any other type of data is
to be sent out by a device, it Will check the current time to see
that it is Within the range 0 to 20 seconds, or 20+T to 40

period of each discrete step is of duration suf?cient for one

device to transmit a positional update. A positional update
table is generated at each device containing device identi?ers,
positional coordinates and time stamps for all devices in the
radio frequency netWork. A proximity table is created and

introduced for positional updates. The siZe of the master slot
is dynamically de?ned based on the number of devices ‘n’ in
the netWork. ‘T’ is the time taken for ‘n’ devices to transmit

65

Each device generates a positional update table containing
device identi?ers, positional coordinates and time stamps for
all devices in the radio frequency netWork 104.An example of
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such a positional update table is illustrated in FIG. 1B. The
?rst column indicates the device ID. The second and third
column indicates latitude and longitude co-ordinates of the

contains the position coordinates and time stamp. The value
of RTR 111 is set to Zero Which means other devices do not

retransmit positional updates. Devices that are in range of the

transmitting device update themselves and also update their
proximity table. The devices also update their positional

device respectively. The latitude and longitude co-ordinates
are represented in the format day-minute-seconds (ddd mm
ss.ss). The fourth column indicates time stamp in minutes

table. The devices Would, at this stage, not have information
of all the devices in the netWork. It may be noted that there
Would be multiple inputs received from a device in a minute
but all these inputs Will have the same time stamp.
Each device maintains a GIS engine that is periodically

(Mm).
Each device creates and maintains a proximity table con

taining a table of identi?ers for all other devices along With
information on Whether the device is in direct contact With

other devices or not 105. The proximity table is updated based
on reception of the positional coordinates. The device Would
?ag 1 against any device ID With Which it is in direct com
munication and 0 for out of communication. The example of
a position table maintained by a device A in direct contact
With B, E and F but not With C and D is illustrated in FIG. 1C,
for the netWork condition illustrated in FIG. 3B.
There is no dependency on speci?c hardWare and any
device can perform the role of a base station. A base station is
determined among the Wireless netWork devices. The devices
con?gured as base stations initiate the transmission of the

updated. The GIS engine also maintains position information
of other devices. When a device receives a table of informa

tion containing GPS coordinates of other devices, the GIS
engines is invoked and the GIS engine registers the GPS
position of other devices. In this manner, the GIS engine
updates the information on its position as Well as the infor
mation on the position of other devices.
In an exemplary case, the devices in direct contact are
20

updated on their GIS display every 20 seconds, and those out
of direct contact are updated only from received positional
tables Which may be once a minute, or even later depending

positional table, When the base station con?guration option in

on the topology. In an exemplary case, three inputs in a minute

the device is enabled. The base station transmits its oWn

ensure adequate redundancy.
Thus the positional table is continuously updated and is
propagated till the edges of the netWork. In a linear spread, all
devices till the outer edges get updated of positions of other

positional table once every minute, preferably after the last
cycle of positional updates at 40+T seconds. The base station
is equipped With a higher gain and a higher mast antennae.
The probability of a base station being in communication
With the maximum number of devices is higher, as the base
station is typically controlled by the a leader or a controller of
the all the device users. A high probability ensures that that
the base station can retransmit ?rst. Any device can perform

25

devices until the base station and one hop beyond it. In the

next minute, the cycle gets repeated and devices get updated
of positions upto tWo hops aWay beyond the base station and
30

so on. The data of a device n hop beyond the base station, in

the role of a base station; this eliminates the chance of single

the opposite direction, Would be n-l minutes old. Thus, theo
retically there is no limit on the spread of the network, and any

point failures.

number of devices spread in such a Way that the chain is

The positional update table is transmitted from the base

the received tables are older than the device’s oWn or if the

unbroken Will get updated, in an acceptable time frame.
FIG. 2 illustrates a system for transmitting and receiving
packets betWeen a plurality of devices in a radio frequency
netWork in combination With a global positioning system 201.
The GPS receiver is used to determine the position coordi
nates of the devices. The position coordinates from the GPS
satellite 201 is received by the handheld device antenna and is
used by the device to determine its position. The handheld

received table has blanks, the device transmits its updated

devices form a netWork Where optionally one of the devices

station to other devices 106. In order to receive the positional

35

update table, the devices in the receiving range checks the
type of transmission and determines it to be a positional table.

The device checks the time stamps against each device ID,
and if the time stamp is later than the value in its oWn table, the
device updates its oWn table. In the event any time stamps in

table to other devices. Whenever a device transmits a table, it
sets a variable, for example, from Z to 1. Z should initially be
set to 0, and if in a particular cycle there is a table transmission
carried out, it is set to l and if no transmission of a table
occurs, it should be set to 0. The devices Which receive the

40

can assume the role of a base station 204. The devices

exchange information among them. Some of the devices may
45

updated table perform the same aforementioned actions.

range of other devices. In this example, the base station 204 is

given priority in transmission.

The packets comprising data and position coordinates
derived from the positional update table are transmitted from

50

a device to one or more intended recipient devices 107. The

transmitted packet illustrated in FIG. ID will have a header

108, containing information about type of transmission,
device ID 109, message ID 110 and request to retransmit

(RTR) 111.

55

The type of transmission speci?es the details of the posi
tion update, positional table, SMS and binary data. The device
ID 109 indicates the source and destination ID’s of the trans
mitted data. The message ID 110 is a counter maintained by
the device, Which is incremented for every message transmis

if it does not receive it, it ?ashes an error. The user then uses
60

is used by a receiving device to decide Whether to retransmit
the information or not.

The folloWing example illustrates the procedure by Which
less device netWork. Positional updates are transmitted by
each device, for example, at 20 second intervals. The update

FIG. 3A illustrates an example of a transmission procedure
betWeen devices, When all the devices are in range of each
other. For example, if device A Wishes to send a message to
device C, device A checks its proximity table to con?rm
Whether device C is in direct range With it and then sends the
message With RTR 111 set to 0. For other devices the message
is discarded, since RTR 111 is set to 0, Device A Waits a
prede?ned time x for an acknoWledgement from device C and
his or her discretion to transmit again.

sion for SMS, command and binary data only. The RTR 111

different types of data and tables are transmitted in the Wire

be out of reach of the netWork as shoWn in case of device 3
205. Device 1 202 and device 2 203 are in range of each other
and the base station 204 Whereas device 3 205 is not in the

65

FIG. 3B illustrates an example of transmission procedure
betWeen devices, When the devices are not in direct range of
each other. For example, if deviceA Wishes to send a message
to device C but knoWs that it is not in direct range of device C,
device A Will send the message With RTR 111 set to 1. Other
devices in range of device A receive the message and see that
RTR 111 is set to l. The devices, say B and F that receive the
message from deviceA and are in range of device C, retrans

US 7,843,862 B2
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mit the message again With RTR 111 set to 0. If a device is not

device gets to transmit and others do not, and hence the

in range of device C, it takes no action. Duplication of the
same message is avoided by introducing the same random
Wait periods for different devices as in the case of positional
updates. If device B transmits ?rst and if any other device
detects the transmission, and thereafter checks and ?nds that

number of retransmissions are limited.
In case of broadcast and multicast transmission of a mes

sage, the originating device transmits With RTR 111 set to 3.

Devices in range receive and give an acknowledgment (ack) if
they are the recipient and transmit again With RTR 111 set to
3. The devices in range transmit only if in the last cycle it had

the message ID is same as before and that RTR 111 has been
set to 0, the other device takes no further action and deletes the
message. Device A can Wait a longer time y for an acknoWl

transmitted a positional table i.e., if its value of Z is found to

be 1. This procedure eliminates the possibility of unnecessary
retransmissions in the case Where all devices are in range. If
any device receives a packet With same message ID 110 and

edgement from device C When RTR 111 is set to 1.
For the example stated above, if some other device decides
to send a message at that instant and device B does not get to
transmit, device F Waits and then transmits. This transmission

source device ID 109 again, the packet is ignored. Thus end
less propagation is also avoided.
FIG. 3D illustrates an example When the source and desti
nation devices are out of range from each other. If the receiv

procedure Will add redundancy. If reception of a message is
detected, a device can Wait until the end of reception, intro
duce its random delay and then send data into its buffer.
The probability of the base station 204 getting through to a

particular device is higher than that of normal devices
because it is better equipped With a higher gain and a higher
mast antennae. So the base station 204 is given the ?rst chance
to transmit. In order to ensure this preference for the base
station 204 transmission, all other devices introduce a Wait
time:(t+r) instead of only r, Where t is a ?xed delay to alloW
the base station 204 to come on the air ?rst and r is the Wait

time of the device. If the base station 204 is in direct commu

ing station, i.e., the destination device is more than tWo hops

20

25

nication With C, it transmits; else, other devices in range
transmit. RTR 111 gets set to 0 and remaining devices take no
action.
FIG. 3C illustrates an example When the source and desti
nation devices are tWo hops aWay from each other. If the

aWay, but the source device does not knoW hoW many hops
aWay it is from the destination device, the source device
transmits With RTR 111 set to 1. Other devices in range of the
originating source device check the destination in the trans

mitted packet of the source device, notice RTR 111 is 1, check
their oWn proximity table and ?nd it is not in range With the
destination device and Wait. After time t+rmax, Where rmax is
the maximum possible Wait time of a device, i.e., a function of
the total no of devices, it ?nds no other device has retrans
mitted the same message ID 110, so the device again Waits its
time t+r and retransmits With RTR 111 set to 2. Any other

device, Which had also received the transmitted packet and
30

Was Waiting to retransmit, notice that the retransmission has
taken place With altered RTR 111 and does not do so itself.
The retransmitted message With RTR 111 set to 2 is noW
handled as a neW message, in a different manner. Any device
Which receives a message With RTR 111 set to 2 checks its

receiving station, i.e., the destination device is more than tWo
hops aWay, but the source device does not knoW hoW many
hops aWay it is from the destination device, the source device

proximity table to see if the destination device is in direct

transmits With RTR 111 set to l . Other devices in range of the 35 range. If in direct range, it transmits and sets RTR 111 to 0 as

originating source device check the destination in the trans
mitted packet of the source device, notice that RTR 111 is 1,
check their oWn proximity table and ?nd it is not in range With
the destination device and Wait. After time t+rmax, Where
rmax is the maximum possible Wait time of a device, i.e., a
function of the total number of devices, it ?nds no other

before. If RTR 111 gets set to 0 for a particular message ID
110, other devices do not take any action if the same message,
i.e., a message With the same message ID 110 and source ID
40

device has retransmitted the same message ID 110, so the

device again Waits its time t+r and retransmits With RTR 111
set to 2. Any other device, Which had also received the trans
mitted packet and Was Waiting to retransmit, notices that the
retransmission has taken place With altered RTR 1 11 and does

45

the message further. This is done to ensure that the message
does not propagate back in the same direction it came from

not do so itself. The retransmitted message With RTR 111 is
set to 2 is noW handled as a neW message, in a different

manner. Any device Which receives a message With RTR 111
set to 2, checks its proximity table to see if the destination
device is in direct range. If in direct range, it transmits and sets
RTR 111 to 0 as before. If RTR 111 gets set to 0 for a

50

particular message ID 110, other devices do not take any
action if the same message, i.e., a message With the same
message ID 110 and source ID is received.

55

by checking the value of Z before transmitting, it is ensured
that all devices Which are responsible for updating any other

The transmission of the proximity table helps in increasing
the range of the netWork. The proximity table, through relay,
enables a device to communicate With other device in the
netWork even if the other device in not in direct range. Con
sider the case When a device is sWitched off or a person goes

out of a radio range of sight. As each device transmit not only
60

again through retransmission by another device, it does not
process the message further. This is done to ensure that the
message does not propagate back in the same direction it
came from and to prevent it from going into an endless loop of
retransmissions in case the destination cannot be found. Also

and to prevent it from going into an endless loop of retrans
missions in case the destination cannot be found. Also by
checking the value of Z before transmitting, it is ensured that
all devices Which are responsible for updating any other
device gets to transmit and others do no, and hence the num
ber of retransmissions are limited.

If a device receiving the message from the originating
device is not in direct range With the destination device, it
checks if its value of the ?ag Z is l and it retransmits With RTR
111 is set to 2 only ifthe value ofZ Was set to l in the last cycle.
If this device receives the same message ID 110 and source ID

is received.
If a device receiving the message from the originating
device is not in direct range With the destination device, it
checks if its value of Z is l and it retransmits With RTR 111 set
to 2 only if the value of Z Was set to l in the last cycle. If this
device receives the same message ID 110 and source ID again
through retransmission by someone else, it does not process

65

its oWn position but also the proximity table, and the last
knoWn location of each device is available in the proximity
table. When the device is sWitched on again, or When the
device comes into range, the latest proximity table is received
and the device is noW made aWare of the positional informa
tion of other devices.
FIG. 4 illustrates a method of sending packets more than
tWo hops aWay in a netWork of devices. The source device

US 7,843,862 B2
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knows that it is out of range with the destination but does not

a global positioning system, wherein each device comprises a

know by how many hops. The source device transmits the

device clock, comprising the steps of:
determining the periodic position coordinates of each said

packet with retransmission counter set to 1 . The other devices

device using said global positioning system;

in range, set waiting times for each device 401. The maximum
among the waiting times is determined 402. One of the
devices receives a packet intended to a recipient device 403.
The device checks the proximity table to see if the recipient
device is proximate or in range 404. The packet is transmitted
if recipient device is proximate or in range and RTR 111 is
incremented, indicating the other devices not to take any
action 405. The device waits for the maximum among the

synchronizing all the device clocks to a clock of said global

positioning system;
transmitting position coordinates from each device at stag
gered points in time that are randomized, wherein said
randomizing is performed in discrete steps, and wherein
the time period of each discrete step is of a duration
su?icient for one device to transmit a positional update
to other devices in the radio frequency network;
generating a positional update table at each device contain

waiting times if the recipient device is not proximate 406. The
maximum time is a linear function of the number of devices in
the network. The device waits for a set waiting time 407 and
checks if any other device has transmitted to the recipient in

ing device identi?ers, said positional update table com
prising positional coordinates and time stamps for all
devices in said radio frequency network;
creating and maintaining for each device a proximity table

the time 408. The device transmits the packet to the recipient
if no other device has transmitted to the recipient in the time
409. The device ignores packets from other devices that were

originally transmitted by the device 410.
The following example illustrates an application of the

20

transmitting said positioning update table and said prox

method and system disclosed herein. The inventive concept

imity table of each device to every other device in the

disclosed herein may be used to assist a forest ranger with
communications and situational awareness. The wireless net

network, and receiving the positioning update table and

work device is a customized, computing platform, which
provides a rich set of connectivity and location features in a
small foot-print. It incorporates a GPS receiver unit for locat
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ing the position of the device and a proprietary radio fre
quency (RF) modem operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM Band for
communicating with other such devices within a range of
about three kilometers. The RF modem creates a network of
devices that can communicate with each other. The media

cally 160 bytes sent as and when needed are transmitted as
unicast, broadcast or multicast data. Acknowledgements are
provided for uni-cast and multi-cast SMS messages and com
mands. Voice is transmitted as a burst of 5 seconds, duly
compressed and transmitted to those in direct range. Each
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table from each device only at the base station to other

wireless network devices; and

transmitting said positional update table and the proximity
45

ets cannot be determined. Different types of traf?c are

gested by which a message can ?nd its way to its destination
with minimal retransmissions. Once data has been sent into
the radio’s buffer, there is no control over it and the radio will
transmit it on sensing a free channel. Thus the algorithm of
this invention controls the process of sending out data into the
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said devices;
55

proximate or in range;

transmitting said packet if recipient device is proximate or
in range and setting a counter in its transmission,
wherein said counter indicates to other devices not to

take any action;
60

waiting for said maximum among the waiting times at a

device that receives said transmitted packet if the recipi
ent device is not proximate, wherein said maximum time
is a linear function of the number of devices in the

We claim:

devices in a radio frequency network in communication with

proximity table, comprising the steps of:
setting waiting times for each device;
determining the maximum among said waiting times;
checking the proximity table to see if the recipient device is

dropped and not processed further.

1. A method of transmitting and receiving packets contain
ing data and positional information between a plurality of

table from said base station to other wireless network
devices.
6. A method of sending packets more than two hops away
in a network of devices, wherein each device contains a

receiving a packet intended to a recipient device at one of

radio’s buffer only. Collisions are minimized by staggering
the times of individual devices to pump data out into the
radio’s buffer. Every device, on receiving a message, decides
whether to retransmit it, based on certain conditions. Even
after it has decided to retransmit, it waits for a speci?ed
duration and if during that duration someone else retransmits,
the decision is taken again and in some cases, the message is

devices;
receiving said positional update table and the proximity

km. A cyclic redundancy code (CRC) introduced at the physi
cal layer ensures distorted packets are dropped. Loss of pack
handled differently. A conditional relay mechanism is sug

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of
pre-storing con?guration information in each device to
specify the unique number of the device and the total number
of devices in the network.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein the transmission of
positional updates get a priority over transmission of other
types of traf?c.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of transmitting
said positioning update table and said proximity table further
comprises the steps of:
determining a base station among said wireless network
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device contains con?guration info specifying the unique
number of the device and total number of devices in the
network. Point to point range is of the order of 800 m to 1.2

said proximity table at each device in the network.
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising, waiting for a
periodby a device, and if during that period some other device
transmits, the decision to transmit is reconsidered, and in
some cases the message is dropped.

access layer enabled by this invention, supports the transfer of
data packets, short messages (SMS) and speech communica
tion. In this example, the system determines periodic position
coordinates transmitted by each device, at 20 sec intervals,
with a time stamp. A positional update table containing
device Ids, positional data and time stamp is determined for
all devices in the network. SMS/Remote commands, typi

that contains a table of identi?ers for all other devices
with information on whether the device is in direct con
tact with said other devices or not; and

network;
65

waiting for the device’s set waiting time;
checking if any other device has transmitted to the recipient

in the waiting time; and

US 7,843,862 B2
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transmitting to the recipient the packet if no other device
has transmitted to the recipient in the Waiting time.

position coordinates from each device are transmitted at
staggered points in time that are randomized, Wherein

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein the step of receiving the

said randomizing
is performed
in discrete
steps,
_
_
_
_
_ and

positioning update table and said proximity table at each

wherein the t1me period of each d1screte step is of a

device in the network, comprises the step of ignoring packets 5
.

- -

-

-

from other devices that Was ongmally transm1tted by said
recelvmg devlce'

_ _

_ _

_

(luranon Su?iclem for one. deV.1Ce to trapsmlt a POSI
t1onal update to other devices in the rad1o frequency

network

a positional update table Within each device containing

_ 8- A System oflfansmllnng and recelvlng Packets comam'

device identi?ers, said positional update table compris

lng flaw and P_OS_mOna1 mformanon between a Plurahty of 10
devlces, Compr15mg:

ing positional coordinates and time stamps for all
devices in said radio frequency network;

devlces further comprlslng glObal posltlonlng system
transceivers, radio frequency transceivers and a deViCe
clock;
a radio frequency network in Communication with a global 15
positioning System, wherein;
the periodic position coordinates of each said device is

a proximity table Within each device containing a table of
identi?ers for all other devices With information on
Whether the device is in direct contact With said other
devices or not; and Wherein said positioning update table
and said proximity table of each device is transmitted to
every other device in the netWork, and the positioning
update table and said proximity table is received at each
device in the netWork.

determined using said global positioning system;
all the device clocks are synchronized to a clock of said
global positioning system;

*
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*

*
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